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More Books The Nellie, a cruising yawl, swung to her anchor without a flutter of the sails, and was at rest.
The flood had made, the wind was nearly calm, and being bound down the river, the only thing for it was to
come to and wait for the turn of the tide. The sea-reach of the Thames stretched before us like the beginning of
an interminable waterway. In the offing the sea and the sky were welded together without a joint, and in the
luminous space the tanned sails of the barges drifting up with the tide seemed to stand still in red clusters of
canvas sharply peaked, with gleams of varnished sprits. A haze rested on the low shores that ran out to sea in
vanishing flatness. The air was dark above Gravesend, and farther back still seemed condensed into a
mournful gloom, brooding motionless over the biggest, and the greatest, town on earth. The Director of
Companies was our captain and our host. We four affectionately watched his back as he stood in the bows
looking to seaward. On the whole river there was nothing that looked half so nautical. He resembled a pilot,
which to a seaman is trustworthiness personified. It was difficult to realize his work was not out there in the
luminous estuary, but behind him, within the brooding gloom. Add this page to your Bookmarks or Favorites
and finish it later. Between us there was, as I have already said somewhere, the bond of the sea. The
Lawyer--the best of old fellows--had, because of his many years and many virtues, the only cushion on deck,
and was lying on the only rug. The Accountant had brought out already a box of dominoes, and was toying
architecturally with the bones. Marlow sat cross-legged right aft, leaning against the mizzen-mast. He had
sunken cheeks, a yellow complexion, a straight back, an ascetic aspect, and, with his arms dropped, the palms
of hands outwards, resembled an idol. The Director, satisfied the anchor had good hold, made his way aft and
sat down amongst us. We exchanged a few words lazily. Afterwards there was silence on board the yacht. For
some reason or other we did not begin that game of dominoes. We felt meditative, and fit for nothing but
placid staring. The day was ending in a serenity of still and exquisite brilliance. The water shone pacifically;
the sky, without a speck, was a benign immensity of unstained light; the very mist on the Essex marshes was
like a gauzy and radiant fabric, hung from the wooded rises inland, and draping the low shores in diaphanous
folds. Only the gloom to the west, brooding over the upper reaches, became more somber every minute, as if
angered by the approach of the sun. And at last, in its curved and imperceptible fall, the sun sank low, and
from glowing white changed to a dull red without rays and without heat, as if about to go out suddenly,
stricken to death by the touch of that gloom brooding over a crowd of men. Forthwith a change came over the
waters, and the serenity became less brilliant but more profound. The old river in its broad reach rested
unruffled at the decline of day, after ages of good service done to the race that peopled its banks, spread out in
the tranquil dignity of a waterway leading to the uttermost ends of the earth. We looked at the venerable
stream not in the vivid flush of a short day that comes and departs for ever, but in the august light of abiding
memories. And indeed nothing is easier for a man who has, as the phrase goes, "followed the sea" with
reverence and affection, than to evoke the great spirit of the past upon the lower reaches of the Thames. The
tidal current runs to and fro in its unceasing service, crowded with memories of men and ships it had borne to
the rest of home or to the battles of the sea. It had known and served all the men of whom the nation is proud,
from Sir Francis Drake to Sir John Franklin, knights all, titled and untitled--the great knights-errant of the sea.
It had known the ships and the men. Hunters for gold or pursuers of fame, they all had gone out on that
stream, bearing the sword, and often the torch, messengers of the might within the land, bearers of a spark
from the sacred fire. What greatness had not floated on the ebb of that river into the mystery of an unknown
earth! The dreams of men, the seed of commonwealths, the germs of empires.
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2: Moving Beyond "Huh?": Ambiguity in Heart of Darkness
Heart of Darkness Marlow travels up the Congo River on behalf of a Belgian trading company. Once he is far upriver he
encounters the mysterious Kurtz, a man who has set himself up as a god amongst the natives.

The first is the use of specialized "jargon" that not everyone can know. The second is the elegance of the
vocabulary. The third is the cadence of the sentences. The first problem, specialized "jargon," can be helped
by specialized dictionaries. For instance, in the first pages, the reader encounters nautical jargon words
particular to a specific hobby, trade, profession, It seems there are at least three problems with the language of
The Heart of Darkness. For instance, in the first pages, the reader encounters nautical jargon words particular
to a specific hobby, trade, profession, etc. The second problem of elegant vocabulary will be helped by a
dictionary, as was stated earlier, but it will also be helped if you read slowly and look for the functional parts
of the sentence. Borrow from journalists and look for the "who" or "what" that is being talked about e. Then
look for the "did what" of the sentence e. Then look for any more information, like "to whom" or "where" or
"when" or "how" or "why. Even write some of the answers to the "who what where" questions out if it helps.
The third problem of cadence is a little harder to lick. The cadence is "the rhythmic flow of a sequence of
sounds" Dictionary. This is how Joseph Conrad heard the story in his mind and he chose his words and
sentence lengths to put that same sound in your mind based on the vowels and consonants and syllabic
rhythms within the words. It so happens, that Conrad chose a droning darkening cadence that reflects not only
the slow melodic movement of water on seas and rivers but also the heart of darkness. How to remedy it? You
might try reading out loud. You might try walking around while you read. You might try tapping out a rhythm
while you read. You also might try breaking up the monotony with some Garfield comics after a handful of
pages to freshen up your mind again.
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3: SparkNotes: Heart of Darkness: Study Questions
At the beginning of Heart of Darkness, the unnamed narrator discusses the fact that for Marlow the meaning of a story
or an episode lies in its exterior rather than in any kernel of meaning at its heart. Throughout the book Marlow is indeed
confronted with a series of exteriors, of which travel on the river is a prominent example.

While sailing up the Congo river from one station to another, the captain became ill and Conrad assumed
command. When Conrad began to write the novella, eight years after returning from Africa, he drew
inspiration from his travel journals. Then later, in , Heart of Darkness was included in the book Youth: The
volume consisted of Youth: He also mentions how Youth marks the first appearance of Marlow. On 31 May ,
in a letter to William Blackwood, Conrad remarked: I call your own kind self to witness As a child, Marlow
had been fascinated by "the blank spaces" on maps, particularly by the biggest, which by the time he had
grown up was no longer blank but turned into "a place of darkness" Conrad Yet there remained a big river,
"resembling an immense snake uncoiled, with its head in the sea, its body at rest curving afar over a vast
country and its tail lost in the depths of the land" Conrad The image of this river on the map fascinated
Marlow "as a snake would a bird" Conrad Feeling as though "instead of going to the centre of a continent I
were about to set off for the centre of the earth", Marlow takes passage on a French steamer bound for the
African coast and then into the interior Conrad After more than thirty days the ship anchors off the seat of the
government near the mouth of the big river. Marlow, with still some two hundred miles to go, now takes
passage on a little sea-going steamer captained by a Swede. Work on the railway is going on, involving
removal of rocks with explosives. Marlow enters a narrow ravine to stroll in the shade under the trees, and
finds himself in "the gloomy circle of some Inferno": Marlow witnesses the scene "horror-struck" Conrad The
agent predicts that Kurtz will go very far: Belgian river station on the Congo River, Marlow departs with a
caravan of sixty men to travel on foot some two hundred miles into the wilderness to the Central Station,
where the steamboat that he is to captain is based. On the fifteenth day of his march, he arrives at the station,
which has some twenty employees, and is shocked to learn from a fellow European that his steamboat had
been wrecked in a mysterious accident two days earlier. He meets the general manager, who informs him that
he could wait no longer for Marlow to arrive, because the up-river stations had to be relieved, and rumours had
one important station in jeopardy because its chief, the exceptional Mr. He fishes his boat out of the river and
is occupied with its repair for some months, during which a sudden fire destroys a grass shed full of materials
used to trade with the natives. Marlow gets the impression the man wants to pump him, and is curious to know
what kind of information he is after. Hanging on the wall is "a small sketch in oils, on a panel, representing a
woman draped and blindfolded carrying a lighted torch" Conrad Kurtz made the painting in the station a year
ago. The man predicts Kurtz will rise in the hierarchy within two years and then makes the connection to
Marlow: Marlow is frustrated by the months it takes to perform the necessary repairs, made all the slower by
the lack of proper tools and replacement parts at the station. During this time, he learns that Kurtz is far from
admired, but more or less resented mostly by the manager. The steamboat stops briefly near an abandoned hut
on the riverbank, where Marlow finds a pile of wood and a note indicating that the wood is for them and that
they should proceed quickly but with caution as they near the Inner Station. In the morning the crew awakens
to find that the boat is enveloped by a thick white fog. From the riverbank they hear a very loud cry, followed
by a discordant clamour. A few hours later, as safe navigation becomes increasingly difficult, the steamboat is
attacked with a barrage of small arrows from the forest. Marlow sounds the steam whistle repeatedly,
frightening the attackers and causing the shower of arrows to cease. In a flash forward, Marlow notes that the
International Society for the Suppression of Savage Customs had commissioned Kurtz to write a report, which
he did eloquently. A handwritten postscript, apparently added later by Kurtz, reads "Exterminate all the brutes!
The pilgrims, heavily armed, escort the manager on to the shore to retrieve Mr. He explains that he had left the
wood and the note at the abandoned hut. Through conversation Marlow discovers just how wanton Kurtz can
be; how the natives worship him; and how very ill he has been of late. The Russian admires Kurtz for his
intellect and his insights into love, life, and justice, and suggests that he is a poet. He tells of how Kurtz
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opened his mind, and seems to admire him even for his powerâ€”and for his willingness to use it. Marlow, on
the other hand, suggests that Kurtz has gone mad. From the steamboat, Marlow observes the station in detail
and is surprised to see near the station house a row of posts topped with the severed heads of natives. Around
the corner of the house, the manager appears with the pilgrims, bearing a gaunt and ghost-like Kurtz on an
improvised stretcher. The area fills with natives, apparently ready for battle, but Kurtz shouts something from
the stretcher, and the natives retreat into the forest. The pilgrims carry Kurtz to the steamer and lay him in one
of the cabins, where he and the manager have a private conversation. Marlow watches a beautiful native
woman walk in measured steps along the shore and stop next to the steamer. Later, the Russian reveals that
Kurtz believes the Company wants to remove him from the station and kill him, and Marlow confirms that
hangings had been discussed. He goes ashore and finds a very weak Kurtz crawling his way back to the station
house, though not too weak to call to the natives for help. Marlow threatens to harm Kurtz if he raises an
alarm, but Kurtz only laments that he had not accomplished more in the region. The next day they prepare for
their journey back down the river. The natives, including the ornately dressed woman, once again assemble on
shore and begin to shout unintelligibly. Noticing the pilgrims readying their rifles, Marlow sounds the steam
whistle repeatedly to scatter the crowd of natives. Only the woman remains unmoved, with outstretched arms.
The pilgrims open fire as the current carries them swiftly downstream. The steamboat breaks down and, while
it is stopped for repairs, Kurtz gives Marlow a packet of papers, including his commissioned report and a
photograph, telling him to keep them away from the manager. When Marlow next speaks with him, Kurtz is
near death; as he dies, Marlow hears him weakly whisper: The next day Marlow pays little attention to the
pilgrims as they bury "something" in a muddy hole Conrad He falls very ill, himself near death. Upon his
return to Europe, Marlow is embittered and contemptuous of the "civilised" world. Many callers come to
retrieve the papers Kurtz had entrusted to him, but Marlow withholds them or offers papers he knows they
have no interest in. Leavis referred to Heart of Darkness as a "minor work" and criticised its "adjectival
insistence upon inexpressible and incomprehensible mystery". Racism and Greatness in Heart of Darkness
Heart of Darkness is criticised in postcolonial studies, [18] particularly by Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe.
He argued that the book promoted and continues to promote a prejudiced image of Africa that "depersonalises
a portion of the human race", and concluded that it should not be considered a great work of art. Stan
Galloway writes, in a comparison of Heart of Darkness with Jungle Tales of Tarzan, "The inhabitants [of both
works], whether antagonists or compatriots, were clearly imaginary and meant to represent a particular fictive
cipher and not a particular African people. Those of us who are not from Africa may be prepared to pay this
price, but this price is far too high for Achebe. Welles even filmed a short presentation film illustrating his
intent. It has been reported as lost to history. The project was never realised; one reason given was the loss of
European markets after the outbreak of war. Welles still hoped to produce the film when he presented another
radio adaptation of the story as his first program as producer-star of the CBS radio series This Is My Best.
Film and television[ edit ] The CBS television anthology Playhouse 90 aired a minute loose adaptation in The
cast includes Inga Swenson and Eartha Kitt. Marlon Brando played Kurtz, in one of his most famous roles. A
production documentary of the film, titled Hearts of Darkness: The difficulties that Coppola and his crew
faced mirrored some of the themes of the book. Video games[ edit ] The video game Far Cry 2 , released on
21 October , is a loose modernised adaptation of Heart of Darkness. The player assumes the role of a
mercenary operating in Africa whose task it is to kill an arms dealer, the elusive "Jackal". The Line , released
on 26 June , is a direct modernised adaptation of Heart of Darkness. The player assumes the role of special-ops
agent Martin Walker as he and his team search Dubai for survivors in the aftermath of catastrophic sandstorms
that left the city without contact to the outside world. The character John Konrad, who replaces the character
Kurtz, is a reference to the author of the novella. Retrieved 12 January
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4: What is the meaning of the title Heart of Darkness and how does it relate to the story? | eNotes
Renowned for its stylistic boldness and dramatic descriptions, Heart of Darkness is a stark yet subtle examination of the
powers of the subconscious and the workings of western imperialism. Readings Free delivery on online orders $ and
over â€” anywhere in Australia.

Have a suggestion to improve this page? To leave a general comment about our Web site, please click here
Share this page with your network. Ambiguity in Heart of Darkness byLudy P. I flip through the book, pinch
pages of the plus-page book between my thumb and index finger, and hold it up. Then the chorus of voices
ensues: Um, I mean, are you lying to us? Then how come the book is so big? That students find the text
difficult to understand is an understatement. As a result, they become reluctant readers of a piece of literature
that critics continue to write about and debate today. Such reluctance on their part raises the question: Why
teach Heart of Darkness? Rationale Heart of Darkness is a text that my students, even the best ones, struggle
with each year. It makes them doubt themselves, their intelligence, and for some, even their potential success
in college. Many of them are the best and the brightest at Overfelt and so fearless in many other ways, and yet
this work makes them afraid to take chances, to explore possible meanings because they do not want to be
wrong. Located in the heart of Silicon Valley and the third-largest city in California and the 10 th largest in the
U. Their scores, however, are not enough to erase the stigma of a low-performing school and nor lift it above
the rising tide of emphasis placed on achievement tests to determine the quality of instruction in the classroom
and teacher effectiveness. Hoping to raise test scores, Overfelt recently adopted a small learning community
model school-wide. I belong to Fiat Lux, 4 the "honors" academy. I am one of the lucky few at the school to
have a resource period to co-lead a team of six teachers, including myself. Fiat Lux agrees the school must do
this, but we also know we cannot ignore the needs of our highest achieving students, often overlooked because
"they will do well no matter what. So, our goal is to develop curriculum that engages and challenges students,
and to create community among our students who, unlike others, are placed in the academy mostly owing to
their test scores and grades rather than their own choice. We want to ensure they are not forgotten in the push
to improve instruction among the less gifted students and close the achievement gap. But of course, these are
not the only students who take Advanced Placement classes. In the hopes of shrinking that gap and to ensure
no student who wants to take AP is denied access to its challenging curriculum, Overfelt has maintained an
open-door policy in regards to AP classes. That means that enrollment in the course is not predicated on any
kind of prerequisite with the exception that students must have taken but need not have passed AP English
Language in the 11 th grade. Received an F in English 3 college-prep junior English? Go ahead and take AP.
Sign up for AP. Counselor strongly advised against AP? I am, however, by no means advocating that students
who do not have the "proper credentials" be excluded from enrolling in AP. There are too many factors
accounting for why students do not do well in their classes before enrolling in AP English Literature. So,
while every parent or guardian I have met wants their child to do well in school, often something has to give in
order that basic needs are met first; unfortunately, that something is often schoolwork. Another reason some
students did not do well in English 3 is because they did not find the course engaging or challenging, and so
they did not work for the grade they easily could have earned. These students often thrive in the AP classroom.
And then there are those students who know they have not acquired many of the skills students normally have
in order to be successful in an AP classroom but are nevertheless willing to challenge themselves; these
students are often my most diligent and hard working. Regardless of how my students come to me, I strongly
believe that with the right support, with instruction that engages them, they can be successful in my classroom,
even with the most challenging of texts, such as Heart of Darkness. So, again the question: There is value in
that struggle. This is one of those times when the journey is just as important as the destination. First, it would
not be surprising if Heart of Darkness were one of the required readings they encounter in college. They can
use the skills they learn analyzing Heart of Darkness to access independently other texts that are just as
difficult. They will learn that different types of texts require different approaches, that as readers, they must
read Heart of Darkness and other texts like it with intent. Secondly, Heart of Darkness is especially fertile
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ground for interpretation. One theme students will see immediately has to do with race and the character of
Marlow. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Or can the work be judged on its own merits, regardless of what Conrad
intended? These are the text-specific questions students will deal with in their discussions in class,
conversations I hope they will continue outside the confines of our classroom walls. Finally, my students are
on the verge of new lives. Many will be on their own for the first time, away at college and making adult
decisions for themselves, from the mundane to the serious. This begs the following question: Have we become
merely observers of life rather than participants, posting pictures of our lives rather being actively engaged in
them? Heart of Darkness is a work fraught with such questions about the nature of humanity, about our
responsibilities and obligations to ourselves and to others to act in ways that are humane, and what the
consequences are for us as a people when we act in inhumane ways or fail to stop others from doing so. It is
the question I go back to every year as I plan the readings and works we will study during the course of the
school year. I would like to provide them a way to navigate all this by guiding them through close readings of
particular passages which we will do as a class, then they will do in pairs or small groups, and finally
individually , and allowing them to process information both verbally through class discussions and in writing
via journals and essays. Enduring Understanding 1, below By the end of this unit, it is my hope that students
will have further developed their skills in the art or science of interpretation through close reading and analysis
of the text, and learned the importance of supporting their opinions with appropriate evidence from the text.
Enduring Understanding 3, below With these skills, they will be able to access other complex textsâ€”whether
they be novels, poems, or expository textsâ€”with confidence. Essential Questions During the last week of
classes before Overfelt tore down the wing in which my first classroom was located in order to replace it with
a new, state-of-the-art science wing, my colleagues and I, who were being relocated to the new C-wing
designed for 21 st century collaborative learning communities, invited students both current and former to
leave messages on the walls, their good-byes to the place where they had been nurtured as scholars, where
many of them had laughed, cried, fought, made up, made friends, and, for some, likely made a few enemies.
Word spread, and they cameâ€”before school, between classes, at break, during lunch, and after school. They
took up permanent markers to leave impermanent messages bold and tender and cryptic and funny on walls
that would soon be a pile of rubble to be hauled away, leaving no physical evidence of the sometimes
life-changing events that had taken place within them. But, of the over two hundreds epitaphs scrawled on my
walls and doors and windows, only one brought tears to my eyes, a simple eight-word statement by a graduate:
I became a better person in this classroom. That epitaph sums up why I believe the essential questions below
are integral to the teaching of Heart of Darkness. I do not see my job as simply to teach English literature and
writing. I believe that as an educator, I have an obligation to help my students become better people,
responsible and informed citizens of the communities they will live and work in, which, in this age of
Facebook, Twitter, FourSquare, Tumblr, and Instagram, are becoming more than ever interconnected and
increasingly interdependent. They are inhabiting a global community, and the essential questions below will
get them thinking about their place in society and how their actions or inaction may have consequences far
beyond their ken. Essential Question 1 below is the foundation question. In determining whether Heart of
Darkness is a racist text, students must examine the very current argument about whether we are living in a
"post-racial" society. But even before they can begin discussing that question, they must come to some answer
about what that phrase even means. They can then explore whether there is value in reading literature that
engenders such strong reactions in readers that there is still debate over whether or not it should be taught. My
hope is that they will come to the conclusion J. Does man control his own destiny? How do the characters
reflect the society in which they live? What makes us human? What does it mean to act humanely? Are we
required to act when we see other human beings treated inhumanely, and if so, do the times and culture we
live in negate that obligation or excuse our failure to do so? Enduring Understandings Interpreting difficult
text is a skill that can be mastered. Literary interpretation must be substantiated by evidence in the work itself.
Background Modernism and the Modernist Novel Though there is no exact date when the Modernist period in
English literature began, it is generally accepted that the seeds of its inception began to be seen in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Its emphasis on the inner self and consciousness, its view of society
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in decay or decline, and the sense of loss, alienation, and disillusionment, is often described as a reaction to
world events that called into question Victorian ideals and sensibilities and to the Romantic world-view in
which the focus was on nature and the individual. It eschewed the conventional characteristics of literature; the
omniscient third-person narrator was replaced by the first-person or multiple narrators, and
stream-of-consciousness style narration made its appearance. Heart of Darkness fits this description. Joseph
Conrad Joseph Conrad was a Polish-born writer who did not begin learning English, his third language, until
he was in his 20s. He lost his mother when he was eight, his father when he was twelve, and was raised by his
uncle thereafter. From a very young age, he was fascinated with the sea, recounting that when he was nine
years old, he pointed to the blank part of a map of Africa and announced emphatically, "When I grow up I
shall go there. In , he joined the British Merchant Service, in which he served fifteen years. He became a
British citizen in He travelled the world as a seaman, sailing to places such as the Caribbean, the West Indies,
South America, Bangkok, and Singapore, before signing with a Belgian company to command a steamboat in
the Congo, 10 this experience being the basis of Heart of Darkness. Because I want students to interpret Heart
of Darkness and, individually and as a class, come to their own conclusions about it, they will read these
articles after reading Heart of Darkness. I want these pieces to serve as a starting point for the less text-specific
inquiries of the Essential Questions above. Chinua Achebe, "An Image of Africa: To Achebe, it was an effort
"totally wasted" because Conrad provided no "alternative frame of reference by which [readers] may judge the
actions and opinions of his characters. Conrad became a staunch, if complicated opponent of European
Expansion. Armstrong acknowledges the different ways in which Heart of Darkness has been interpreted, on
the one had as a text perpetuating racist stereotypes as advocated by Achebe and on the other as "a model
ofâ€¦the most promising practices in representing other peoples and cultures. Rather, "Heart of Darkness is a
calculated failure to depict achieved cross-cultural understanding. Though he has many opportunities to
engage in such "[ ]dialogical encounters," he does not take advantage of them but rather remains an aloof
observer of the people and the landscape and activities going on around him, This will be the starting point for
students to explore the broader issue of the effects of imperialism on both the perpetrators and its victims.
Finally, using Heart of Darkness, students will learn to look closely at the literary devices used by Conrad to
arrive at some understanding of the questions raised by the work, themes that they may encounter on the
Advanced Placement English Literature Examination, which they are all required to take in May. They are a
wonderful way to get students thinking and to practice putting their thoughts together in words coherently and
logically, and to do it more quickly than they thought they could. They learn to articulate their opinions in
academic language and to support their ideas with evidence from the text, which they must read closely and
deliberately in order to participate cogently and thoughtfully.
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5: Heart of Darkness, by Joseph Conrad. Read it now for Free! (Homepage)
Includes bibliographical references (pages ) and index A mythical journey into the self / Albert J. Guerard -- Marlow
explores the boundaries between life and death / Jeffrey Berman -- Marlow gains insight through work / Ted E. Boyle -Conrad pioneers new themes and methods / Frederick R. Karl -- The corruption of Kurtz / Robert F. Lee -- Kurtz as the
incarnation of evil / R.A. Gekoski.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Educational Value Readers learn about the Belgian colonization of Africa in the 19th century, the
plundering of Congo for ivory, colonial racism, and the subjugation of indigenous people. They also learn a
little about 19th century river steamers and weaponry. Positive Messages European conquest is exposed as
exploitation of land and people for profit as a Belgian trading company dominates the ivory trade in the
Congo. Conrad was one of the first to portray a more critical view of imperialism in fact, he is credited with
the first negative use of the word than the commonly held, propaganda-fueled version of it as a glorious
pursuit that brings civilization to the savage population. He feels a kinship with them as he examines the
darkness inside himself. He respects his African steersman and feels sad when he is hurt. He is also loyal to
Kurtz because, as flawed as he is, Kurtz was once a man of vision and courage. Violence African laborers are
worked to death, given very little food, and severely punished if they do not obey. Men are seen crumpled in
heaps, exhausted from overwork and malnourishment, and one weak and starving worker dies in front of
Marlow. White men on the riverboat shoot guns into the forest in defense. Sex Language No swearing, but
there is near constant use of the "N" word as a synonym for the Africans. The Kurtz character can be seen as a
stand-in for European imperialism. Conrad exposes the racist, greedy nature of imperialism, and his story has
led to many adaptations, including the Frances Ford Coppola film, Apocalypse Now , which substitutes
Vietnam for Congo, yet retains the name of Kurtz for its elusive central character played by Marlon Brando.
Stay up to date on new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox.
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6: Heart of Darkness - Wikipedia
Start studying Heart of Darkness Reading Test. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other
study tools.

Mar 27, Richard rated it it was amazing Recommends it for: Heart of Darkness is one of those classics that
you have to have read if you want to consider yourself a well-educated adult. Actually quite an intriguing and
provocative question. Even though it is so much easier to read, this short novel shares with Moby-Dick the
distressing fact that it is heavily symbolic. Frankly, I was trained as an engineer, and have to struggle even to
attempt to peer through the veils of meaning, instead of just kicking back and enjoying the story. And it was
quite a bit. Like, the nature of a framed narrative: My initial take on the story was that it seemed anachronistic
and naive. In both books, the main character has inadvertently received license to fully explore their evil
inclinations without the normal societal consequences, and yet they both pay the ultimate penalty for their lack
of restraint. Certainly, there are evil acts and evil people, but nothing mystical or spiritual that captures and
enslaves, much less transforms us from Dr. But is their soul somehow becoming sick and corrupted? The
question no longer resonates. The belief in a supernatural source of evil is not necessary; men alone are quite
capable of every wickedness. It was as though a veil had been rent. I saw on that ivory face the expression of
sombre pride, of ruthless power, of craven terrorâ€”of an intense and hopeless despair. Did he live his life
again in every detail of desire, temptation, and surrender during that supreme moment of complete
knowledge? He cried in a whisper at some image, at some visionâ€”he cried out twice, a cry that was no more
than a breath: After pondering the study guide, I could see the allegorical content better. Like the kids rescued
from the island after Lord of the Flies, Marlow will forever be cognizant of how fragile civilized behavior can
be, and how easily some slip into brutality â€” even those that have excellent motives and apparently
unblemished characters. This is why he tells this as a cautionary tale to his shipmates on the Thames. Marlow
also received a clear lesson on hypocrisy. One example Cliff mentions scares me just a bit: Conrad provides
no explanation. But recall your mythology: Conrad tosses in a tiny aside that references Greek or Roman or
Germanic mythology and ties it both to imperialism, as well as to the power that modern society has handed to
corporations, and quietly walks away from it. How many other little tidbits are buried in this short book?
Frankly, it seems kind of spooky. The study guide also helped me understand what had been a major
frustration of the book. I thought that Conrad had skipped over too much, leaving crucial information unstated.
The narrator is like us, just listening and trying to make sense out of it, and gradually being persuaded of the
horrors that must have transpired. A critical event which allowed the tragedy portrayed here was the Berlin
Conference of wikipedia , where the lines that divided up Africa were tidied up and shuffled a bit by the white
men of Europe no Africans were invited. Listen to it streaming here , or download it as an MP3 here.
Forty-three minutes of erudition will invigorate your synapses. Oh, if you liked that In Our Time episode, here
is the one they did on the book itself mp3.

7: Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad, David Zane Mairowitz, Catherine Anyango Â· www.enganchecuba
"We live as we dream--alone." "I don't like work--no man does--but I like what is in the work--the chance to find yourself."
Quotes worth reading for!

8: Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad Â· www.enganchecubano.com
Heart of Darkness () is a novella by Polish-English novelist Joseph Conrad about a narrated voyage up the Congo River
into the Congo Free State in the so-called heart of Africa.

9: AP English Lit. and Comp. Class of Reading Heart of Darkness
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READINGS ON HEART OF DARKNESS pdf
Heart of Darkness &#9;&#9;Heart of Darkness, by Joseph Conrad is a fictional novel with an overflow of symbolism.
Throughout the entire novel Conrad uses a plethora of simple colors, objects, and places in order to clarify very complex
meanings.
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